The Lightstone Confidence Indicator
Motor industry preparing for long road to recovery post lockdown
Lightstone, trusted partners of the
automotive industry, conducted a country
wide confidence index survey to measure
and track the impact of COVID-19 on the
various segments of the South African
Motor Industry.
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Key findings:

40%

believe it will take
longer than a year to
get back to a precovid position

believe it will
take longer than
9 months to get
back to a pre-covid
position

66%

33%

of innovations
involves embracing
technology to
conduct business
online

felt cash flow was
the most negatively
impacted

86%

72%

were worried about
paying salaries

were worried about
the availability of
stock

52%

We aim to continue to conduct studies
within the motor sector as we navigate
through these uncertain times and we
look forward to your participation.

Full results
April 2020

Objectives

To measure
and track the
impact of
COVID-19
on the
various
segments of
the SA Motor
Industry

Measure current market activity.
Measure expected market activity over the next 3 months.
Measure expected market activity over the next 6 months.
Identify the factors that will have the biggest effect on future activity.
Measure the impact of COVID-19 on:
o Finance and liquidity
o Workforce
o Operations and supply chain
o Strategy and brand
Measure the impact of COVID-19 on various aspects of the business.
Measure how monthly revenue is affected by the lockdown.
Measure how long it will take business to recover from the impact.
Identify the preparations done for the end of lockdown.
Identify measures taken to offer relief to consumers.
Identify innovations implemented to mitigate the impact of COVID-19.

Survey respondents
Dealers

MBR’s

371

136
Total = 639

OEM’s

93

Other

39

Agricultural equipment and implements,
Component and aftermarket
manufacturers,
Non-production suppliers and Banks
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April 2020 level of activity: Top 5 themes and comments

01

Business is closed
• Dealer: "I'm closed completely, can not sell a vehicle remotely from home, it's impossible"
• MBR: “Everyone is closed. We are not essential services.”

Open but little to no activity

02

• “We are not allowed to do any work except for essential service vehicles.”
• “Had about 3 phone calls in 25 days.”
• "Everyone staying at home not working nor driving changes the rate of accidents, this effects the company because no or very little activity is
taking place."

Finance applications significantly decreased

03

• “Done 2 apps in the past month where I usually do 20 contracts a month.”
• "Very little applications, the applications we get is not very ‘good’ applications. A lot of people with bad debt is applying for finance“.
• “Clients are uncertain and those wanting to purchase cars have been asking to be contacted after lockdown due to the uncertainty."

Customer uncertainty, not willing to commit

04

• “Clients are hesitant to buy now as their future income is in doubt“
• "Only one Finance application has been received since lockdown, clients are uncertain and those wanting to purchase cars have been
asking to be contacted after lockdown due to the uncertainty."

Cannot conclude sales transactions

05

• "Enquiry levels are fair considering the circumstances, but no conversion as deals cannot be concluded"
• "we are limited to processing applications only; validations and conclusion of transactions is not possible currently.“
• "Online platforms are not as busy as normal, cannot deliver vehicles on approved deals. No customer interaction, e.g. demonstrations etc."

3 months level of activity: Top 5 themes and comments
Vehicles not priority, people will look at personal needs first

01

• “People have no money for repairs and some have cancelled their insurance.”
• "People will be over indebted; Vehicle will become a luxury; Disposable income will be in a minus who will afford to buy.”
• “Because buying new vehicles will probably not be a priority to most of the population since the little money they receive during lockdown will
go towards food and survival.”

Depends on lockdown level implemented

02

• "As long as the lockdown is in play, the volumes of vehicles on the roads will be minimal and thus our products will not be in high demand."
• “Unless the motor dealerships are opened, limited sales can take place impacting the earning capacity of the business. We await further lockdown guidance.”

Customer uncertainty, not willing to commit

03

• "Clients are going to be very uncertain when going back to work as to how the income is affected, this is going to push back clients to commit
to purchasing vehicles as disposable income and catching up on payments they could not make“
• "Once lockdown is over, the activity at all dealerships will definitely increase, but I am certain that due to the current economic climate caused
by COVID19, a number of customers will either no longer be in a position to afford to purchase a new vehicle or be somewhat skeptical and
hesitant to commit to a large expense such as a vehicle purchase. "

Gradual increase in activity

04
05

• “I think as soon as the lockdown has ended and everyone goes back to work and all the sectors start operating as they have prior to Covid19
and with the interest rate as low as it is - People will start buying vehicles again soon but not immediately though. It will be a systematical
incline in business.”

Economy needs time to recover
• "Clients will be afraid to do vehicle finance as the economy is in a mess
• "I think it will be just a little better, but not much difference as the economy is uncertain at the moment and not much promising in the future."

6 months level of activity: Top 5 themes and comments
Slow / gradual pick up of market activity

01

• "Should things stabilize, I believe the market will improve slightly, but I doubt it will get to the levels we were used to.”
• "Most of the activity will still be on the auctions side and second hand vehicles with new vehicle sales slowly recovering
• It will improve slowly. Vehicles are expensive so people will be slow to make such big decisions again.

Market will return to normal

02

• "Within the next six months, the activity level within the market should be as per normal before the lockdown occurred. (This is on the basis
that the disease does not spread much more and the lockdown has been completely lifted). “
• “Hopefully lockdown will be over and people who don't have the funds now to pay the excess should be able to recover by then. Things
should normalise by then.”

Economy will take time to recover

03

• “Hopefully we should gradually pick up but due to the financial constraints to the economy to the country could leave a big hole and will take
time to heal.
• "Economy has to recover before we can expect a rise in realized sales “Clients are uncertain and those wanting to purchase cars have been
asking to be contacted after lockdown due to the uncertainty."

Vehicles are not priority; customers will look at personal needs first

04

• “People may resume their lives cautiously, vehicles will still be considered a luxury not necessarily a necessity“
• "If we do come out of winter in better shape(virus wise), the lack of income and raised debt levels will have a severe impact on disposable. “
• “It will take time for people to recover financially. I see clients raising money on existing vehicle finance i.e. refinance vehicles to get cash."

Unsure, too much uncertainty

05

• "I can't actually say what will happen, many ppl will loose jobs, only time will tell and heal“
• "What will happen in 6 months time, is difficult to predict. The economy is bad and have a huge impact on our business. Our industry was
classified under Level 2 and this is BAD news for our industry."

Positive factors anticipated to have the biggest effect on future activity
Interest rates/fuel prices

10%

Bringing the economy back to life

5%

New opportunities will arise

5%

Economy to stabilise

5%

Financial assistance

3%

Technological improvements

3%

Eradicate COVID-19

3%

Return to work

2%

Financial position of consumers to improve

2%

Creating the new normal

2%

Production/supply

2%

Affordability

2%

All travel to increase
Consumers to downscale
Job security

1%
1%

1%

Negative factors anticipated to have the biggest effect on future activity
Financial problems/cash flow

33%

Economy / economic stability / government

33%

Unemployment

19%

COVID-19 outbreaks, regulations

13%

Extention of lockdown

13%

Bank scoring/credibility

9%

Production/supply problems

9%

Affordability

9%

Job security

4%

No demand for products

4%

Workforce issues

3%

Fear and uncertainty

3%

Consumer confidence

3%

Closing down of companies

1%

Cancellation of services

1%

50.9%

58.5%

60.3%

Level of impact on areas within the business

Finance and liquidity

Operations and
supply chain

Limited impact
Positive impact

22.2%

No impact

Strategy and brand

9.9%

Don't know

6.1%

24.6%

Significant impact

6.0%

3.8%

2.7%

5.5%

3.3%

7.7%

21.9%

Workforce

4.6%

4.6%

12.3%
2.8%

0.9%

8.1%

3.9%

24.1%

24.3%

31.3%

Severe impact

Level of impact by segment
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Operations and
supply chain

Workplace
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0%
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50%

100%

0%

50%

100% 0%

50%

100%

The following business areas are listed as being impacted most by COVID-19
Negative impact on cash-flow

86%

Concerns about the ability to pay staff salaries

72%

Concerns about debt repayments

57%

Availability stock

52%

Supply chain disruptions

47%

Concerns about the ability for staff to work…

42%

Cut-back on expansion plans

37%

Suspended production

34%

We will/have to make staff redundant

34%

Cancelled hiring plans

21%

Cancelled product launches
Decrease in fundraising
Increase in demand for products/services
Permanent closure

17%
15%
13%
10%

Impact of the lockdown on monthly revenue

74.9%

10.3%

8.5%
4.4%

Significant decrease

I am not sure

Significant increase

Slight decrease

1.4%

0.5%

No change

Slight increase

Impact of the lockdown on monthly revenue, by segment
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OEM

72%

10%
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10%
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Time needed by business to recover from the impact of COVID-19
0-3 Months: 2.9%

3-6 Months: 10.5%

6-9 Months: 20.6%

9-12 Months: 27.0%

More than a year: 39.0%

36.8%

28.1%

3-6 Months

Dealer

MBR

14.7%

2.9%

3.9%

4.5%

11.8%

21.3%

6-9 Months

OEM

Other

20.6%

33.1%

0-3 Months

25.0%

20.5%

37.2%

44.9%

50.0%

Time needed by business to recover from the impact of COVID-19, by segment

9-12 Months
More than a year

What have you done in preparation for your business at the end of lockdown?
Implementation of hygiene regulations

16%

Marketing / Advertising

7%

Communicated with clients

7%

Worked remotely

6%

Secured deals/leads for when business returns

4%

Adjusted business model/budgets

3%

Developed action plans

3%

Staff support

3%

Negotiated credit facilities/payment options

2%

Training

2%

Applied for relief programmes

2%

Increased virtual communication

1%

Applied for essential services status

1%

Restructured

1%

Implemented salary reductions/working short…

1%

Purchased/ordered extra stock

1%

Arranged cash flow

1%

What measures have you taken to offer relief to consumers?
Extend warranties/service plans

11.3%

Adjust payment plans/payment holidays

11.1%

Offer better pricing/discounts

4.7%

Advice/assistance on payment holidays/credit options/debt relief

3.6%

Keep customers informed

2.2%

Essential repairs done during lockdown

1.6%

Collection and delivery of customer vehicles

1.3%

Will assist clients after lockdown

1.1%

Work longer hours once opened

0.8%

Implementation of hygiene regulations

0.8%

Offer improved service levels
Sell credit protection

0.6%
0.3%

Applied for relief programmes

0.2%

Pre-arranged body parts

0.2%

What innovations have you implemented to mitigate the impact of COVID-19?
More online and social media activity/presence

14.6%

Digitising the business

10.3%

Staff is working from home

4.9%

Virtual tours/showrooms/assistants

4.1%

Implementation of hygiene regulations

3.0%

Continuous communication with staff and clients

2.8%

Finding new ways of conducting business

2.3%

More marketing campaigns

2.0%

Updated/improved websites
Broader use of technology

1.6%
1.1%

Collection and drop-off vehicle service

0.9%

Provide online training

0.9%

Applied for funding from relief programmes
Quick response times to online enquiries

0.8%
0.5%

Offer special pricing

0.3%

Extended date for first payment

0.3%

Restructuring existing business

0.2%

Strict cost/expense management

0.2%

33% of innovations involves embracing technology to conduct business online
More online and social media activity/presence

14.6%

Digitising the business

10.3%

Virtual tours/showrooms/assistants

4.1%

Updated/improved websites

Broader use of technology

Provide online training

Quick response times to online enquiries

1.6%

1.1%

0.9%

0.5%

Thank you

Contact us if you have any questions

markg@lightstone.co.za

lightstone.sa

cindybe@lightstone.co.za

@lightstonetweet

lightstone_pty_ltd

